
Introduction 
Over the years I have written 

FLASH articles on basic radio com-

ponents and circuits. Of note were 

articles on capacitors and their use 

in radio circuits, inductors, and 

tuned circuit basic theory. I have 

also discussed volume control and 

automatic volume control (AVC) 

and attempted to explain ―Q‖ and 

how it applies to old radio perform-

ance. These articles are referenced 

in the last part of this article. 

 

This continuing technical series ar-

ticle is intended to combine this 

fundamental knowledge into how 

some of the first types of radios re-

ceived the over-the-air signal and 

processed that signal into an intelli-

gent and audible sound. It then fol-

lows the evolution, in a real basic 

sense, of radio circuit designs as 

advances in components and tubes 

allowed. Each featured design re-

sulted in a significant performance 

improvement. 

 

This discussion starts out in the 

early 1920's because that is where 

most of  our interest and collections 

also commence. As radio design 

types improved  between the 1920's 

and the 1930's 

the industry devel-

oped and or im-

proved upon four 

basic  types of cir-

cuits: 

1.   Crystal set 

2.   Tuned Radio 

Frequency (TRF) 

3.    Regenerative 

4. Superhetero-

dyne 

 

Understanding that there has been 

hundreds of variations and embel-

lishments to these basic design ap-

proaches they remain what are con-

sidered milestone circuits. Only the 

superheterodyne remains today. 

Only amplitude modulated-

broadcast band radios (AM-

BC) ...not frequency modulated 
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(FM) nor shortwave (SW) receivers 

are discussed. 

 

Note 
A  comprehensive article penned by 

fellow CRC Club member Larry 

Snyder does an  excellent job of 

explaining some of the various cir-

cuits mentioned in this article. I just 

wanted to place most information 

needed by the reader under one 

roof, so to speak!  Please see Refer-

ence # 6 at the end of this article 

and for that matter all the refer-

ences. 

    I. Crystal Set 
Antenna gathers the over-the-air 

transmission signal and couples that 

quite weak AM signal voltage at 

radio frequencies (RF) into a tuned 

circuit that can be tuned to resonate 

and, therefore, select the desired BC 
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The  May 22nd  meeting is  at the  Philip Miller Library in Castle Rock 

Figure 1 



Presidents Message 

 
Wow!  What a 

show.   

Once again we 

had a lot of neat 

radios to display 

and we had a 

large turnout of 

the public thanks 

to all who worked to make 

the show a success.   

Details of the 

show are in your 

flash.   

See you all at    

Bemis library on 

May 15th.   

Tom 
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Upcoming Events 
5/22—CRC Meeting 

7/4—Independence Day 

7/10—CRC Meeting 

9/18—CRC Auction 

 
————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

 

Meeting Locations 

(Unless noted otherwise) 
Littleton                      Castle Rock 

January          March 

May          July 

September         November 

 
————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

CRC MEETINGS 
 

Meetings are held on the 2nd Sunday of 

every other month starting in January 

(except 3rd Sunday of May) at 1:00 pm. 

The meetings consist of business, ―show 

& tell‖, raffles, auctions, swap meets, 

technical discussions and other subjects 

of interest 

 
 

————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— 

CRC MEMBERSHIP 
 

Annual membership in the CRC runs 

from July to June. Dues entitle members 

to attend meetings, "The Flash!" our 

newsletter, discount book prices, par-

ticipation in our spring show and Fall 

auction. Current annual dues are $12. 

New memberships will be prorated to 

the following June. 
 

COLORADO RADIO COLLECTORS ANTIQUE RADIO CLUB 
Founded October 1988 

The Flash!  © 2011, all rights reserved 

Message from the President 
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Club Officers 
By Rich Kuberski 

 
Normally, in March, there is the selection of candidates for the 

election of officers for the next term.  When club President Tom 

Kelley asked for volunteers to stand for office, no one came for-

ward.  A sad state of affairs.  However, Tom then offered to serve 

another term.  So did Marty Phillips (VP) and so did Mike Cook 

(Treasurer.)   Their generosity was unanimously accepted. 

 

It’s just my two cent observation, but it seems that the same few 

people spend their time and effort so that the rest of the members 

can have a viable club.  Imagine this:  An auction without Tom’s 

expert services.  Or, an auction or show without Larry’s computer 

skills to keep everything straight.   Not to mention Charlie's book 

sales, Robert’s organizational skills for the show and Dave culi-

nary efforts at the auction.  Plus those of you that contribute to 

―The Flash‖  and other things.  

 

You might ask yourself ―What have I done for the club?‖  If the 

answer is NOTHING, then consider putting your name forward 

when the next call for volunteers is made.   It’s really not all that 

hard to be a contributing member. 
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station out of all the various RF sig-

nals received. 

 

The  AM signal is them de-

modulated/rectified as it 

passes through the crystal di-

ode (detection circuit) . This 

process is shown in the fol-

lowing figure 2.  Demodula-

tion essentially changes the signal 

from an alternating current (AC) to 

a varying in amplitude direct cur-

rent (DC) signal. The high fre-

quency component is literally 

stripped from the signal allowing 

the varying voltage now at audio 

frequencies to pass through the 

headphones to be heard. The re-

maining high frequency component 

bypasses the headphones through 

the shunting capacitor. This is 

shown pictorially below: 

 Figure 2.   RF Signals Demodu-

lated into Audio Frequencies 

The inherent disadvantages of the 

crystal set radio are lack of sensitiv-

ity to weak stations, inability to se-

lect and partition between received 

stations, and insufficient vol-

ume...but they are certainly simple 

and inexpensive to make. 

 

II. Tuned Radio Frequency 

(TRF) 
Improved selectivity, or the ability 

to tune out all other frequencies 

while selecting your desired station, 

is readily obtainable by using a se-

ries of two or more loosely coupled 

tuned circuits. A typical battery 

powered five tube TRF radio of the 

(Continued from page 1) 1923-1927 era  looks like the block 

diagram in Figure 3. 

 

Multiple stages of RF amplifica-

tion, where each stage improves 

selectivity and sensitivity, allowed 

for the development of radios that 

actually worked quite well. With 

the combination of the develop-

ments such as the grid leak detector 

circuit and improved audio amplifi-

cation methods TRF radios were 

the most popular and affordable 

style for a time. 

 

One of the draw-

backs of multiple 

stage TRF radios 

was that the more 

stages of RF ampli-

fication the greater 

difficulty experi-

enced in tuning and 

tracking 

(synchronizing) the 

same frequency be-

tween each stage. 

Another problem 

was breaking into 

oscillation (audio 

whistling) due to 

uncontrolled feedback or adverse 

RF coupling between stages. 

―Neutrodyne‖ ...or neutralizing RF 

amplifier circuits reduced this oscil-

lation allowing for improved per-

formance. This neutralizing affect 

was accomplished by allowing for a 

slight negative feedback in each RF 

stage to ―nullify‖ the onset of un-

controlled oscillation 

 

III. Regenerative ( TRF ) 
 

A significant variety of 

1920's radios used the re-

generative type of TRF cir-

cuit. The phenomenon  of 

regeneration was discovered 

around 1913 when the first 

triode (3 element) tubes 

were  beginning to be used 

in early receivers. Regeneration is 

simply a circuit, in this case a RF 

amplifier, has a small portion of its 

output coupled back into the input 

thus multiplying the signal strength 

a number of times---‖more bang for 

the buck‖, so to speak! This is 

called positive feedback and under 

carefully controlled conditions can 

be applied to the first stage of a 

TRF radio (ref. Fig. 3). Not only 

does it amplify the RF signal but 

greatly improves sensitivity. 

Popular (cheap!) one and two tube 

radios of the mid-1920's to  early 

1930's such as many of the Crosleys 

employed a regenerative circuit 

similar to the one shown in Figure 

4. 

 

Figure 4. One Tube Regenerative 

Radio 

Note: one or more stages of audio 

amplification could be added to 

drive a speaker 

 

L1,  tunable circuit for station se-

lection 

L2..feedback loop;  aka: tickler coil 

R1.grid leak resistor;  usually high-

est usable resistance produces best        

Figure 3. 
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two signals of different frequency 

are combined. Four frequencies are 

a result of this combining; the origi-

nal two and the arithmetic sum and 

subtractive difference. In a superhet 

radio we are only interested in the 

―difference‖ frequency...this is 

called the intermediate frequency or 

IF. 

Figure 6.  Block Diagram of a Early 

1930's Superhet Radio 

 

A superhet radio employs a local 

oscillator stage to generate the sec-

ond source of a un-

modulated constant 

amplitude RF sig-

nal. The incoming 

modulated RF sig-

nal from the antenna 

tuned circuit is fed 

into a ―mixer‖ tube 

(stage) along with 

the RF signal from the local oscilla-

tor. The output of this mixer stage 

is the intermediate frequency. As an 

example: 

 

Incoming station frequency of 

1430KHz is combined with the lo-

cal osc. Operating at a frequency of 

1885KHz then the difference is 

1885 minus 1430 = 455KHz. That 

becomes the IF. 

 

The ―front end‖ of a superhet com-

posed of  the RF amp.,local osc., 

and the mixer stage must all be 

tuned to the proper frequencies as 

the listener changes stations. The 

ability of a radio to do this is called 

―tracking‖ as mentioned in the TRF 

section of this article. This is 

achieved by the use of multiple tun-

ing capacitors on a common shaft, 

otherwise ―ganged‖ together. Early 

superhets generally used a three 

gang tuning capacitor (used to be 

called 'condenser'). One sec-

tion for each of the three 

separate tuned circuits, there-

fore, the output was a con-

stant  IF. This IF signal is 

still modulated in amplitude 

representing the original sta-

tion signal. 

 

Intermediate frequency am-

plifiers are optimally de-

signed to operate at the IF fre-

quency . The critical component are 

the IF transformers that are a well 

thought-out design taking into con-

sideration the ―Q‖ and reactance of 

the tuned circuit inductors and ca-

pacitors. Both the incoming and 

outgoing tuned circuits combined 

with the amplifier tube are able to 

sufficiently reject unwanted fre-

quencies and provide a high gain IF 

signal on to the detector stage. 

 

The detector and audio amplifica-

tion stages are essentially the same 

as those used in TRF radios. Of fur-

ther note most older literature that 

we might come across defines the 

mixer circuit as the 1st detector and 

the final detector stage as the 2nd 

detector prevent confusion? I sup-

pose! 

 

In 1933 a tube was introduced 

called a ―pentagrid‖ converter. This 

allowed one tube to perform the 

two functions of a local oscillator 

and a mixer. Almost concurrent de-

velopment of multiple-function 

(Continued on page 5) 

sensitivity and selectivity. 

C1   Station Tuning 

C2...regeneration control;  usually 

set to point where radio just starts to 

oscillate where best amplification 

and detection efficiency is realized. 

 

 Rapid evolution of tube technology 

saw the development of the 

screen grid (tetrode) ampli-

fier tube that allowed circuit 

designers to do away with 

neutralizing circuits while 

improving amplification and 

reducing distortion.  Another 

significant tube development 

was the pentode or five ele-

ments including three grids.  

A  typical, but affordable, 

high performance three tube radio 

of the early depression days using a 

pentode in the first stage is por-

trayed in Figure 5.  Some portable 

radios also used this circuit. 

 

 

Superheterodyne 

 
Many radios of the early 1930's and 

most all radios from the mid 1930's 

were ―superhets‖. Virtually all ra-

dios post WW II to now are super-

hets. While this circuit is more com-

plicated that other designs its ability 

to operate satisfactorily on any fre-

quency with a constant value of se-

lectivity and good sensitivity made 

it highly desirable. The circuit is 

named for a principle called 

―heterodyning‖. That occurs when 

(Continued from page 3) 

Figure 5 
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tubes resulted in a 2nd  detector tube 

which utilized diode elements for 

the detector and triode elements for 

the 1st audio amp. Figure 7. below-

shows schematically what these 

tubes look like. 

 

Pentagrid  Converter                                         

Diode Detector Triode AF Amp 

 Figure 7. 

(Continued from page 4)  

With the advent of these develop-

ments the combined circuits be-

came the basis for all subsequent 

AM radios, thus, the ―modern‖ ra-

dio was born.  Later to be known as 

the All-American Five.   

 

During the ―golden age‖ of radio 

until the end of tube table and con-

sole radios there 

were innumerable 

variations and em-

bellishments ―added 

on‖ or integrated 

into this circuit. 

Some of them in-

cluded RF amps, 

short wave bands, 

fancy tuning circuits with tuning 

eyes, and multiple tube audio 

amps....and on and on! 

 

References: 
(all past FLASH articles) 

1)  Capacitors and Old Radios; 

Mar/Apr and May/Jun 1999 

 

2)  Inductors and Transformers in 

Old Radios; May/Jun and Jul/Aug 

2001 

 

3)  Tuned Circuit Primer; Mar/Apr 

2006 

 4)   Volume Control and AVC Cir-

cuits; Mar/Apr 2008 

5)   What The &$*#@ is ―Q‖;  Jan/

Feb 2007 

 6)   What is This Thing We Call a 

Radio; Nov/Dec 2009 

Photos from the 2011 CRC Show 
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More Photos from the 2011 CRC Show 

Best Restoration 

Bill Dial 

Best of Show 

Bob Slagle 

Peoples Choice 

Mike Cook 



Photos from March 13th Meeting at the Philip Miller Library in Castle Rock 
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New Member 

David Ham 
New Member 

Wayne Russert 
Merrill Campbell with refinished 

Plastic radio 

Tom Zacczek with restored Warwick 

Radio 

Mark Dittmar with military 

Low frequency receiver  

Tom Pouliot with RAK-7 

Low Frequency Receiver 

Merrill Campbell with 

1926 HYATT 
Close up of Mark’s radio Close up of Tom’s radio 

Another good turn out for the meeting Tom auctions off valuable goodies. 

Good video from Brett’s Old Radios 

On restoring old junquers 

See Charlie for books Tom Pierce has equipment to sell 

Call 303-403-0362 



 

The Open Trunk 
Member submitted advertisements 

WANTED: Buy/Sell/Trade: "Heavy 

Metal" communications gear, telegraph 

related items, vintage calculators & micro-

phones.  

Robert Baumann,         303-988-2089 

HQ180A@aol.com.                  (07/09) 

————————————-——––—– 

REPAIR SERVICE: 

Radio repairs for club members. Reason-

able rates. Good references. 

Call David Boyle 

303-681-3258                         11/09 

—————————–————--—–—– 

For Sale: by Dave Boyle 

 

All of the following older but "classic" 

radio and TV repair instruments have been 

expertly refurbished, repaired, and cali-

brated as appropriate.  

 

All Instruments come with test leads, as 

required and most have manu-

als.    Prices might be negotiable.  

 

1) Heathkit TV Alignment Generator; IG-

52.   $65.00 

2) Heathkit's best "Laboratory" Signal 

Generator, IG-42 ( I use one my-

self ).  $105.00 

3) Heathkit Capacitor Tester, C-3. Also 

checks leakage, power factor, and resis-

tance. $65.00 

4) Heathkit Tube Tester, IT-21. Tests older 

types too!  $50.00 

5) Eico Model 324 Signal Generator. 

$60.00  

6) Precision Apparatus Company ( PACO) 

Model E-400 Sweep Signal Genera-

tor.  $55.00  

7) Eico Model 425: 5‖ oscilloscope.  Two 

to choose from, both rebuilt, one with new 

CRT.  Perfect for old radio and audio re-

pair work.  $45 and $65 respectively.  With 

manual. 

Call 

David Boyle, 303-681-3258         5/11 

—————————–—–—-————– 

 

 

 

 

FOR SALE: 120 volt power supply with 

variac.  Includes volt meter, amp meter and 

integral fuse to protect the connected load 

and a isolation transformer. 

 

Give me a call and I will bring it to the 

next club meeting. 

 

Price is $75.                   Rich Kuberski 

303-422-9510                                 05/11 

——————————–—–-————-- 

 

FOR SALE: Tube tester,  Hickok model 

533A w/supplements for European types 

Electrical condition - very good, the unit is 

fully functional 

Cosmetic condition - fair, some of the fab-

ric covering is torn 

I'll deliver the unit to Castle Rock. 

Price is $125.  Pete Rawson 

719-687-7144                                 5/10 

——————————–—–-————-- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Actual Sample of Logo on Shirt 

SUBMISSION OF ARTICLES 

AND ADVERTISEMENTS 
 

Classified Ads for The Open Trunk and articles of any radio/electronic or historical re-

lated subject to be published in the Flash are encouraged and welcomed. The article(s) 

should be submitted in Microsoft Word, RTF, or as text cut/paste into your email to 

Steve Touzalin, either by email at stevetou@comcast.net , or by postal mail to 417 So. 

Queen Circle, Lakewood  CO  80226 .                                                                             

———————————————————————–———————————– 

Formatting isn’t necessary, but if you do, set the font to Times New Roman, size 10, left 

justified.  If you have graphics (.jpg files) to be inserted, please name them and be spe-

cific about how you would like them placed.  We will do our best based on space limita-
tions. 
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Colorado Radio Collectors 

Antique Radio Club 

417 S. Queen Cir. 

Lakewood CO 80226 

 
FIRST CLASS MAIL 

The May 15th, 1:00 pm meeting will be at the  Bemis Library in Littleton 


